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Giant Umbrellas 

 

Shades of Comfort are experts in the supply and installation of giant umbrellas, 

we have been doing so for over a decade now!   

With many styles and colours to choose from, giant umbrellas are a perfect 

solution in providing a comfortable and stylish shelter for your customers.  

If you can’t find the answer you’re looking for on this document 

please get in touch and we will do our best to assist you. 
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Fixings  

Whether you have planning permission or not we can offer permanent and non-      

permanent umbrellas! 

You can choose from either a ground fixed umbrella or an umbrella on a weighted base.  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Please note if you’d like an inground 

sleeve, you will need to source your own 

nominated groundworker, we do not 

carry out groundworks. Once sourced we 

can liaise with the groundworker on 

when they would like the sleeve 

delivered.  

The free-standing bases 

are weighted down 

using slabs, the number 

of slabs required will 

vary by the size of your 

umbrella.  
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Fabrics  

The canopies of our umbrellas are made with the highest quality materials to stand up 

against harsh weather conditions for many years. They are available in a wide variety of 

attractive colours and textures to match or compliment any setting.  

 

They are designed to be stylish from the most elegant 

to the most casual setting. By the creative use of 

materials, colours, colour contrasts and trimmings, 

they become a prime and pleasant focal point in any 

environment. 

 
To assure that our umbrellas always look the best, 

spring-loaded end pieces on the arms keep the canopy 

automatically stretched properly under any weather 

condition. 

 

We are proud to offer 23 standard colours, additional 

colours/ patterns are available upon request. 
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Accessories  
When it comes to accessories you can choose from a range of different upgrades.  

 

Valance – 

By adding a valance, it can completely change the look of your giant umbrella! They are 

also the most popular request from our clients.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sign Writing –  

Perfect for promoting your brand!  

Stand out from the rest with your own bespoke giant umbrella. Sign writing can be 

applied to either or both the valance and main fabric.  
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Heating & Lighting –  

Bring indoors outdoors!  

Perfect for the winter months after the summer rush has died down, keeping your alfresco 

area in use. The cosy atmosphere created by the warmth and soft light, entice customers to 

linger longer, thereby increase business.  

You can have the heating and lighting together or separately on their own, however please 

note that we do not carry out electrical works, you will need your nominated electrician to 

install the electrical supplies.  
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Side Panels – 

Side panels added to the umbrellas create an outdoor room, or a weather protected corner.  

"Windows" of different sizes increase the room like feeling as customers can see outside 

sitting or standing.  

 

 

 

 

With addition of other 

optional accessories like 

infrared heaters and 

lights, cosy atmosphere 

can be created in the 

"room". 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Side panels can be easily installed 

and removed, allowing the creation 

of the instant rooms on demand. 
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Guttering –  

Rain gutters provide uninterrupted sun and rain protection between umbrellas. Gutters can 

connect several umbrellas into one unit, providing large continuous area that is protected 

from the elements. Gutters can also connect an umbrella to a building. 

Perfect for outdoor functions during unpredictable weather! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Even single umbrellas can be equipped with self-

supporting gutters to allow rain water to drain 

away in a desirable direction. 
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Bench Seating -  

If you are unable to carry out groundworks for your giant umbrella and have an unsightly 

weighted base with concrete slabs, we have a solution!  

 

Our timber weighted base seating can come with fixed cushion seats, or just varnished 

wood. Not only does it hide the concrete blocks, it creates additional seating to your area. 
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Cover Bags –  

All our giant umbrellas come with cover bags included, however if you already have a giant 

umbrella with no cover bag, we would highly recommend getting one!  

Having a cover bag can considerably extend the life span of your giant umbrella, getting the 

most of your investment.  

 

Available in different colours.  

 

 
 

 

Winding Handles –  

 

Again, our giant umbrellas come with winding handles 

however you can purchase our universal winding handles 

separately if you require spares. 
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Sizes/ Shapes 

Our giant umbrellas come in 3 shapes – Square, Rectangular and Round.  

 

They also come in different model variations-   

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Square Giant Umbrellas –  

Type T – Standard giant umbrellas  

 

Type TL/TLX – Large giant umbrellas  

 

Type TS/TSX/TX – Strong wind giant umbrellas  
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Rectangular Giant Umbrellas –  
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Round Giant Umbrellas –  

 

 

 

Finally, our last style of giant umbrellas is our side arm style – please note that we are 
unable to offer heating and lighting on our side arm giant umbrellas.   
 
 

Side arm –  
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